



















INSTRUCTORS NOTE (Dr. Jack Blumenthal)
The “thought experiment” or problem described herein, together with the accompanying approach
and calculations was developed by two seniors and their instructor at Mayfield Senior School in
Pasadena, California as part of a special study program introducing engineering thermodynamics. We
feel that this problem which requires physics, chemistry, and math elements is a very nice project for
students who are taking or have taken courses in chemistry, physics and calculus.
.

SO HOW HIGH WILL YOUR ELEPHANT FLY?
By
Jack Blumenthal, Rafaela Bradvica, Katherine Karl

THE PROBLEM
Congratulations, you got a baby elephant (500 kg) for Christmas and you want to design a spherical,
helium filled balloon that will just lift your elephant and you (50kg) at sea level when the
atmospheric pressure is 101.3 kPa and the temperature is 288K. After you have designed and built
the balloon, and you and your elephant have gotten onto the platform (see figure 1), the balloon just
floats at sea level (it neither rises or falls). Suddenly your elephant pushes you off of the platform
and your balloon starts to rise. The question now is: How high will your elephant fly?

Figure 1: You and Your Elephant

THE APPROACH AND ASSUMPTIONS

Using the Ideal Gas Law and Archimedes Principle you must first calculate the radius and volume of
a spherical balloon filled with pure helium to a pressure of 101.3 kPa, that will just lift you, your
elephant, the balloon bag. and the platform and harness. Assume your elephant weighs 4905 N, you
weigh 490.5 N, the platform and harness weighs 490.5 N and the balloon bag weighs 0.981 N/meter
squared. The sea level outside temperature is 288 K and the temperature of the helium is 288 K.
Once you have designed your balloon in terms of determining its fixed radius and volume, you must
determine how high the balloon will fly after you have been pushed off of the balloon. To do this we
want you to use two approaches and compare them. In the first approach assume that the temperature
of the atmosphere is constant and equal to 288K over the entire height from sea level (on the ground)
to the final float height of the balloon after you are pushed off. In the second approach use the
Properties of the U.S. Standard Atmosphere to determine the ratio of the air density at altitude to the
air density at sea level with a sea level temperature of 288K. Assume that the volume of the balloon
is fixed, and the material is strong enough to withstand the pressure difference between the inside and
outside of the balloon as it rises to its final height.
THE SOLUTION
Determination of the Balloon Radius and Volume:
To determine the volume of the balloon that will just lift you and your elephant at sea level we must
calculate the buoyancy force, FB, and set it equal to the combined weights of the balloon, helium,
harness and platform, girl and elephant. The buoyancy force, FB, is just equal to the weight of air,
which the balloon displaces. Setting the buoyancy force equal to the weight of all the components,
(equation 1), the radius and volume of the balloon are determined as shown below. In this calculation
the volume of the girl and the elephant are neglected since they are small compared to the volume of
the balloon. The weight of the displaced air and the weight of the helium in the balloon are
determined from the Ideal Gas Law (equation 2).
V = volume of balloon in cubic meters
T = 288 K
FB = Wbag + Welephant + Wgirl +Wharness +Whelium

Eq. 1

Wbag = (surface area of balloon)(mass of balloon bag per sq meter)(g)
= 4  (r2)(0.1)(9.81)
= 12.33r2 N
Welephant = (m)(g)
= (500)(9.81) = 4905 N.

  
  
RHe = gas constant for Helium, g = acceleration of gravity

Ideal Gas Law Eq. 2
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Rair = gas constant for air
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Force balance:
         
        
  

   


   

   , the volume of the spherical balloon

Isothermal Calculation of How High the Elephant Flies:
When the girl is pushed off of the balloon platform, the total weight is now reduced by 490.5 N and
so the balloon rises until it reaches an altitude where the air density is lower and the new buoyancy
force (equal to the new weight of displaced air) just balances the new total weight. When we make
the assumption that the atmospheric temperature is constant and equal to 288K, then the density of
the air as a function of altitude is given by equation 3 below. A derivation of this equation is
presented in the appendix. The calculation is as follows:
Isothermal Altitude Equation:     
 













Eq. 3
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Force balance:
          
  


 


   



   

        
  
  
   



 

   
0.9326 = 









     





ln.9326 = h / 8426
0.0698 = h / 8426

  
588 meters (1929 feet) is how high your elephant flies.

Calculation Using The U.S. Standard Atmosphere
The 1976 U.S. Standard Atmosphere Tables1 gives among other things the ratio of the air density at
altitude to the air density at sea level. After the girl is pushed off of the balloon platform, the total
weight of the balloon system is reduced by 490.5 N and the balloon rises to a higher float point where
the buoyancy force just matches the new weight. As shown below the ratio of the density of air at the
float point (without the girl) to the density of air at sea level is 0.932. Using the standard table the
float point is 729 meters or 2392 feet.
Total mass on ground with the girl:
       

 



  










= 1.225 kg/meter cubed
 



Total mass on the ground without the girl:
 

Density at float point:
 





  kg/meter cubed
Specific Gravity:




 
 
From the Standard Altitude Table (reference 1), find h when density ratio is equal to 0.932
  

  

Comparison of Isothermal and Standard Atmosphere Assumptions
With the isothermal assumption the float point was 1929 feet while the standard atmosphere
calculation gave a value of 2392 feet. This is consistent with the fact that in the standard atmosphere
tables the temperature drops with altitude, which results in the density at any given altitude being
higher in the standard atmosphere case than in the isothermal case resulting in the float point being
somewhat higher in the standard atmosphere case than in the isothermal case.

REFERENCE
“1976 U.S Standard Atmosphere”, www.digitaldutch.com/atmoscalc/
APPENDIX
Derivation of Isothermal Altitude equation:
Consider a column of air and a force balance around a differential element of the column (figure 2
below). The total force on the bottom of the differential element minus the force on the top of the
differential element is just equal to the weight of air contained in the differential element.
Let: P = pressure of air (kPa) at altitude, h
P0 = pressure of air at sea level
R = specific gas constant (kJ/Kg/K)
T = temperature (K)

 = air density (kg/meter cubed) at altitude, h
 o = air density at sea level (kg/meter cubed)
A = area (meters squared)
a = RT/g (meters)
A(P- dP) – AP =  Agdh force balance around differential element of height (g=gravity consrant)
Now, assume an isothermal atmosphere, where T and R are constants.

 =P/RT

(ideal gas law)

-dP= (P/RT)gdh
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Figure 2, Differential Element of a Column of Air

